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One dollar might not seem like much, 
but there are lots of creative ways to 
make a clean, crisp bill worth more 
than its face value. 

For example, there are lots of origami 
patterns designed specially for the 
dollar bill.

We’ve posted a few ideas and links  
to diagrams at macktez.com/cny.

The Macktez Stimulus Package

step one

year of the ox

step forty-twoNews

Ian Peksa comes to us from Pittsburgh, PA with 15 years’ experience in commercial 
printing, as designer, prepress production manager, and support. He’s especially 
comfortable with a drumstick in either hand, if you’re wondering what those new little 
dents are on the top of your MacBook.

— The Team at Macktez

Just make sure you don’t save the 
dollar for yourself — that would 
totally defeat the purpose. For a 
microbailout to work, you need 
to get that cash into your local 
economy, and fast.

Use it the next time you eat out. And 
if you can’t actually buy a meal with 
what you’ve made, you can leave it 
on the bar as a tip.

For months, the government has been trying to pull the economy back into the black 
with bailouts, loan guarantees, managed mergers, and tax credits. And this month a  
new President and Congress start a new round of recovery programs.

But didn’t someone just tell us that we are the change we’ve been waiting for?  
So … how can we help?

The New Year starts on January 26 — the Year of the Ox. People born under this sign  
are said to be responsible, orderly, and stubborn. They don’t like to accumulate debt,  
but, if they do, will repay it scrupulously. Some oxen you may know: Napolean Bonaparte, 
Clark Gable, and Oscar De La Hoya. 

Oh yeah — and Barack Obama.

We’re bullish on oxen.

Microbailout Economic Theory

As far as we know we’re just making this up.

Macktez usually celebrates Chinese New Year by sending our friends and colleagues a 
small gift. But you can have a more direct impact on your local economy by spreading the 
money around yourself. So this year, we’re giving each of you the power to purchase your 
own New Year’s tchotchke.

The trouble with a microbailout is that it’s so, well, micro. One dollar might not seem to 
you like enough heat to thaw the credit freeze or enough rope to pull us out of a liquidity 
trap. But if you ask a nearby economist, we’re pretty sure they’ll tell you that every little 
bit counts.


